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Abstract. Landmarks are important elements in route instructions communicated for wayfinding in unfamiliar environments. This paper aims to investigate
the distribution of local landmarks in human sketch maps provided for wayfinding purpose. We investigated sets of route instructions given by student participants who were asked to give directions in environments that they are very familiar with to someone unfamiliar. These environments differ in size as well as
their relation to city centers. In particular, one route goes into the city, one route
goes through the city center, and the third route ranges between two cities. The
results show that local landmarks are distributed differently in each route and
showing high density of landmarks at some portions of the route. The study further clarifies the distribution of landmarks along routes with relation to the
length of the route. It also contributes to the work concerning the cognitive aspects of wayfinding with a specific focus on the distribution of landmarks in
route instructions.
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Introduction

Assume that someone asks you for directions at the train station or in a supermarket for going to a place that you are familiar with. Which types of information would
you provide to help the person reach his/her destination and at the same time learn
about this area? Allen [1] emphasizes that there are principles behind how people
provide wayfinding instructions. People’s knowledge corresponds to the physical
environment such that they are capable of producing ‘cognitive spatial descriptions’
[2]. Differences in route descriptions depend on several factors such as the mode of
used transportation,, the distance, and the time it takes to arrive at the destination. It is
important that a ‘common ground’ is established [1] for the direction provider and the
recipient. This common knowledge serves as a basis for effective understanding of the
instructions for the wayfinder. In this paper, we investigate local landmarks oftentimes mentioned in three routes using different mode of transportation regardless of
the route choices of participants and where the landmarks are concentrated in the
entire route.
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1.1

Importance and characteristics of landmarks

Landmarks are important elements for acquiring spatial knowledge in an unfamiliar environment. Most people rely on landmark information when asking for giving
route directions as this makes it easier for them to remember. In wayfinding-related
studies, many researchers from the fields of cognitive science, geography, computer
science, psychology, and linguistics have developed systematic methods for analyzing
verbal descriptions. For example, these methods include analyzing landmark characteristics [3], propositions of spatial descriptions [4] to understanding ontologies [5]
and building up a taxonomy of a wayfinding task [6].
Studies on analyzing landmark characteristics range from different types of spaces.
This includes investigating saliency of landmarks in indoor space such as airports [7]
and outdoor space analyzing buildings in a city [8]. A formal model of salience was
developed focusing on visual, semantic and structural properties of landmarks [9].
This framework then further investigates structural salience of landmarks regarding
where they are located along the route [10]. For instance, it was suggested that the
saliency of landmarks at decision points [11] depends on the direction of travel. Sorrrows and Hirtle [3] identified certain characteristics that make landmarks stand out in
the environment for real and virtual space. These are cognitive, structural, and visual
elements. The authors emphasized that when navigating in a familiar environment,
there are more visual and cognitive types of landmarks used. But in unfamiliar environment, it calls for more visual and structural forms to help maintain orientation and
form a cognitive map. Cognitive landmarks are suggested to play an essential role in
orientation for a familiar environment. We aim to evaluate this aspect in this paper in
order to specify where specific landmarks are mostly mentioned in the instruction of
someone familiar with the environment to a complete stranger. Schroder et al. [11]
emphasized that visibility of features should be taken into consideration in route instructions. Since Dale et al. [12] pointed out that people tend to use visible features
for turning action, we will further evaluate this aspect in the route instructions provided in this study.

1.2

Location of landmarks

Human-generated route instructions consist of mostly local landmarks [13]. They
are suggested to be included in route guidance as it is a natural way of how people
provide instructions [12,14,15]. In addition to the importance of landmarks in route
instructions, location of landmarks has been extensively studied in order to know
which landmark should be included in the route instructions. Should it be located
along the route, at decision points, or distant from the route? The role of landmarks at
decision points has been addressed specifically regarding where turning action is
needed [16,17]. The combination of having action with a landmark, as suggested in
the skeletal description developed by Denis [4], has been extensively used and tested
successfully in experiments regarding its efficiency was in wayfinding tasks [18,19].
While many studies have considered landmarks at decision points essential in way-

finding studies [14,20,21], landmarks along the route are also mentioned when giving
verbal instructions [22]. Its importance and usefulness in wayfinding, however, are
not extensively investigated.
Sadalla [23] investigated the importance of reference points in establishing spatial
relationship within the environment. Reference points refer to places whose locations
are well known which are referred to other adjacent places. These can be used in organizing spatial features in space as it is said to be easier to orient a specific place to a
reference point than to a non-reference point. These reference points are already
stored in a person’s mind and usually retrieved when relating to a non-reference point.
Regarding concentration of landmarks, more landmarks are mentioned at the end
of a route [24]. That is to say, there is an increase of landmarks when going towards
the end such that the person is able to fix his location during wayfinding. Brosset et
al. [25] investigated wayfinding in a natural environment and showed that there were
more landmarks mentioned at the end of the route. However, Lovelace et al. [22]
showed a different result stating that there is no evidence that more landmarks should
be mentioned at the end of the route. It showed in the experiment that no landmark
was mentioned at the end of the route in their cases. Consequently, this claim relies on
the availability of landmarks or the type of environment. With these factors in mind,
we further investigate in this study if the use of landmarks at the end of the route is
based on factors such as the type of environment and the mode of transportation. It is
important to point out that the previous studies on the use of landmark are based on
collected verbal descriptions. Although we consider using the similar method to collect wayfinding directions in an earlier study [26], the authors suggested that in general sketched maps consist of more landmarks than verbal descriptions. Therefore we
aim to use the method of using sketch maps as the way of collecting wayfinding instructions to collect as many landmarks as possible for our investigation. The extracted landmarks from sketch maps will become the main database in this study.
1.3

Landmarks in sketch maps

There are many ways for communicating route instructions. Human generated instructions are qualitative. It involves extensive use of landmarks to enable one to put
oneself of the receiver’s perspective [27] and select a route with fewer number of
turns [28]. But, it is difficult to teach the computer how to communicate space like
humans do [27]. There have been several attempts to computationally extract landmarks from spatial databases [29] or web harvested data [30,31]. All approaches rely
on the salience categories by Sorrows & Hirtle [3]. They first extract potential landmark candidates before refining the selection to the most salient landmarks in terms of
visual, structural and semantic salience. Furthermore, there are approaches to automatically include landmarks in wayfinding instructions [13,32,30,31]. For this study,
we focus on the use and distribution of local landmarks in sketch maps for routing
irrespective of the route choice.
The goal of this paper is to determine where local landmarks are situated in the entire route in human sketch maps. We hypothesize that the composition of landmarks

varies with the type of route and a certain portion of the route shows higher density of
landmarks. The paper is structured as follows: Chapter 2 explains the experiment
design. Chapter 3 discusses the results. Chapter 4 provides the discussion and Chapter
5 gives the conclusion and outlook.

2

Methods

2.1

Participants

There were a total of 20 university students (10 M, 10 F) with a mean age of 22.9
years (SD= 2.93) who participated in the experiment. They were all German native
speakers who have been residing in the student dormitory for at least six months and
claimed to be familiar with the study area. The participants were from various disciplines. They were paid 10€ per hour for their participation.
2.2

Materials and methods

Each route was drawn on an A4 paper. We collected a total of 60 sketch maps.
Each participant had to describe three routes in the experiment. The study area was in
the city of Muenster, Germany. The first route, about 1.2 km (going to city center),
was from a train station (Hbf) to the cathedral (Dom). The second route (passing the
city center) was a longer route approximately 5.2 km, which was from a supermarket
(Lidl) in Gievenbeck neighborhood to the train station (Hbf). The third route (intercity
route) was from the dormitory to their hometown in Germany; hence, different routes
were taken among participants. In particular, we asked participants who are familiar
with the environment to give route descriptions to someone new in the area using bike
for the Route 1 and 2 because this is the frequent mode of transportation in Muenster
and using car for Route 3 as this is a longer route connecting different cities. All
participants drew the routes in similar order.
German students living in a dormitory were invited to participate in this experiment. A questionnaire was given to evaluate their familiarity. They were asked to
draw a sketch map of three different routes. They were given a paper and a pen to
draw each map. No additional information was given to them on how to draw a sketch
map, for as long as they describe a comprehensible route to someone who is new in
the area.
Regardless of the route described, we went through sets of sketch maps and analyzed all the local landmarks that people include in the instructions. The analysis was
focused on local landmarks, meaning those landmarks situated along the route both at
decision points and non-decision points.
In the analysis, we divided the route into segments. For the purpose of this study,
route segmentation refers to (a) nodes where a decision is made and (b) route segments between two decision points. The road network is represented as a graph
𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) consisting of a set of nodes (V) and edges (E), and a route as a directed
graph 𝐺 ′ (𝑉 ′ , 𝐸 ′ ) ⊆ 𝐺 from origin 𝑜 ∈ 𝑉 to destination 𝑑 ∈ 𝑉. Each route consists of a
set of decision points 𝐷 ⊆ 𝑉 ′ . Decision points are defined by a set C of decision point

classes, represented by a function 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠: 𝐷 → 𝐶 , such that for every 𝑑 ∈
𝐷, 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑑) = 𝑐, 𝑐 ∈ 𝐶 (see Table 1). The “straight on” decision point determines to
only add a decision point of this type when there is an intersection with a street of the
same or higher class. The “exit” decision point specifically refers to highways, as
there are no junctions on highways, but highways are only connected via exits. The
location of a 𝑑 ∈ 𝐷 is represented by the distance from the origin: dist(d) = 𝑑(𝑜, 𝑑).
We normalize the distribution of 𝑑 ∈ 𝐷 along the route by a normalization function:
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡: 𝐷 → [0,1000]
such that
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑑) =

Decision Point
(DP) Class
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑑) ∗ 1000
max({𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑑 ′ )|𝑑′ ∈ 𝐷})

Type of Decision Point

Start /Destination
Straight on (same class or higher)
Turn not at a Junction
Turn at T-Junction
Turn at Junction
Turn at Roundabout
Exit (only for motorways and
trunks)
Table 1: Classification of decision points along a route.
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Results

It showed that participants provided different route choices from the origin to the
destination. Although participants included global landmarks (off-route) in their
sketch maps, only local landmarks are considered as points were analyzed in this
study (see Figs 2, 4, 6). Global landmarks are included only for visualization purpose.
The total number of local landmarks provided for each route are 64 (Route 1), 105
(Route 2) and 63 (Route 3).
Among all participants, more than half of them described the same route for sketch
maps for Routes 1 and 2. Figures 1 and 3 show the different routes participants described and highlights the frequently taken route in Route 1 and Route 2.

Fig.1 Route choices for Route 1 (Hbf-Dom). The thick line represents the most frequently
referred route. Source: OpenStreetMap contributors

Figure 2 shows the distribution of landmarks on Route 1 at a normalized distance
scale from 1 to 1000. For the largest part of the route, there is a low frequency of
local landmarks of maximum five landmarks per range. However, the histogram
clearly shows that there are a lot more local landmarks towards the end of the route.
With regard to the decision point distribution, there are more landmarks drawn when
the type is ‘straight on’ and when turning action is required. The colors relate to the
classification of decision points, as presented in Table 1.

Fig. 2 Histogram of distribution of landmark and decision points (Route 1).

In the case of Route 2, Figure 3 shows the most preferred route by the participants
from a supermarket (Point A) to the central train station (Point B).The thick line
shows the most frequent route used by participants.

Fig. 3 Route choices Route 2 (Supermarket-Hbf) and the most frequent route is in thick line.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of landmarks on Route 2 considering the different
routes taken. It is again plotted onto a normalized distance scale from 1 to 1000. The
peak of more local landmarks mentioned was in both start and end part of the route.
But, there are also many landmarks drawn in between the whole route. Participants
drew landmarks at almost all decision point classes with more landmarks were drawn
in class ‘straight on’. When there is a presence of roundabout, participants oftentimes
include this in their sketch map.

Fig. 4 Histogram of distribution of landmarks and decision points (Route 2).

Fig. 5 shows the different routes of participants from the dormitory to their
hometown in Germany. The route length ranges from approximately 45 km to 550
km. The longest route was a route from the dormitory in Muenster to the participant’s
home in Dresden.

Fig. 5 Route 3 (Dormitory-Hometown) Route choices

Figure 6 shows the distribution of landmarks on Route 3 on a normalized scale
considering the different routes taken. We can again see peaks of more landmarks at
the start and at the end of the route. The histogram also shows the distribution of decision points, normalized to a distance scale from 1 to 1000m. This reveals that landmarks are found in all types of decision point classes with more on ‘straight on’ class.

Fig.6 Histogram of distribution of landmarks and Decision points (Route 3).
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Discussion

Local landmarks, either situated along the route or at decision points, have been
commonly used in giving route instructions. It further confirms what Raubal and Winter [13] highlighted in their study on the importance of providing local landmarks in

wayfinding instructions that these should be included in route instructions focusing on
the visual, sematic and structural elements.
Where are landmarks concentrated in wayfinding instructions? Many studies have
investigated the importance of landmarks at decision points where an action is taken
[4,19,20]. This was evident in the data as in the different classes of decision points
showing concentration of landmarks. In Allen’s [1] study, it showed that more landmarks should be mentioned at the end of the verbal route instructions. Also, Brosset et
al.’s [25] study suggested that the distribution of landmarks increases when getting
near the end of the route as well as with reference to metrics in natural environment.
This is also evident in our study. But it should be considered that there are differences
of the overall distribution of landmarks for the three routes. The structure of the city
or the environment could play a role in the differences of placement of landmarks. In
natural environments as what Brosset et al. [25] indicated, there are more landmarks
mentioned at the end portion of the route for confirmation purposes. However, within
the city where there is more presence of landmarks, there is unvarying distribution of
landmarks in all parts of the route. Based on what Lovelace et al. [22] emphasized in
their study, there could be more landmarks in the beginning or at the end part of the
route which depends on the type of the environment. Hence, it is not always the case
that more landmarks are located at the end part of the route.
The study shows that the intercity route does not result in the use of many landmarks compared to the other shorter routes. This suggests that the number of landmarks to be included does not depend on the route length. It is possible that when
routes involve crossing many cities where there are not a lot of decision points and
when not many things are happening along the way, there are not many landmarks
included in the sketch maps unless the class ‘straight on’. In this case, highway exits
are the most important features that participants highlighted. This is mostly evident in
longer route. When the route is nearing the destination, more landmarks are drawn.
Route 2 showed more landmarks drawn compared to other routes. This route is from
one district passing through the city center. This might be that since many shops can
be considered landmarks here, participants try to select those that they think are more
prominent when a change of action is required. Landmarks were well distributed with
beginning and end having the highest concentration. Interestingly, there is also much
concentration of landmarks in the middle part of the route, where the city center with
many possible landmarks is. This suggests that when crossing the region, participants
tend to recognize the importance of including landmarks for orientation purposes.
Similar to Route 3, there are many landmarks also drawn when nearing the goal
which is to also orient the person. But also participants have frequently included
landmarks at the beginning of the route. Route 1, although short route, also showed a
similar pattern with the other routes with more landmarks indicated at the end part of
the route. Similar to Route 2, as this route goes inside the city center, participants
drew many landmarks along the way especially when an action is indicated. Route2
and Route 3 tend to orient the participant at the beginning of the route by always referring to landmarks which guides the wayfinder of the route direction to take.
Regarding the characteristics of the routes, the most common routes for Route 1
and Route 2 followed are one with less number of turns. The route frequently chosen

by participants supports Dalton’s [28] study that people follow a straight route with
less angular deviations. The data also show the presence of global (off-route and distant) landmarks for orientation purposes referring to a prominent feature as a reference point [23] which serve as confirming information that the person is travelling on
the right path.

5

Conclusion and Outlook

Human-generated instructions contain many landmarks. Several studies have been
conducted to analyze the different landmarks mentioned in spatial descriptions mostly
focusing on local landmarks. The placement of landmarks in the route instruction is
also worth investigating. Reasons could be that of confirmation information, orientation and reorientation, or directional purpose. It shows that the longer the route segment does not necessarily mean more landmarks to be mentioned, although it showed
more landmarks near the end portion of the route. This depends also on the availability of landmarks and when there is presence of decision points. It is important to point
out that we only considered landmarks mentioned in the form of sketch map. To provide a more comprehensive understanding, the results of landmarks used in sketch
map should be cross-evaluated with those used in verbal descriptions. Furthermore,
we have identified the use of global landmarks in the collected data. To adhere to the
theoretical framework in our analyses, we only examined the local landmarks. For
future work, we will look at both local and global landmarks in the route instructions
in both forms of cognitive maps and verbal descriptions. This outcome can benefit
researchers who work on automatic generation of landmarks for a specific route
which will be useful for navigation.
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